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Connect overview
With Tanium Connect™ (Connect), you can integrate Tanium® with a SIEM, log analytics
tools, threat feeds, or send email notifications.

Connections
A connection is the link between a connection source and one or more connection
destinations. The connection source might be data that Tanium is creating, like an Answer
or a log message. The connection destination is something outside of Tanium that you are
integrating with, like a security information and event management (SIEM) tool.

Connection destinations
Connect includes templates for many common SIEM tools, file, log, and email formats. You
can use these templates to integrate with configuration management databases (CMDB),
trouble ticketing systems, and proprietary IT systems.

Database
Forward Saved Questions and other data sources to a database table. You can use
Microsoft SQL Server or Oracle Database. For more information, see "Configuring a
Database destination" on page 14.

Elasticsearch
Write any type of data directly to Elasticsearch so that you can search, analyze, and get
actionable insights in real time. For more information, see "Creating an Elasticsearch
destination" on page 19.

Email
Send information from a connection source to a set of email addresses. For more
information, see "Configuring an Email Results destination" on page 23.

File
Configure your data to be saved to a flat or JSON file. For more information, see
"Configuring a file destination" on page 27.
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Tanium IOC Detect
Configure Tanium IOC Detect™ to receive IOC information from an external source, such as
Palo Alto Networks WildFire. For more information, see "Configuring Palo Alto Networks
WildFire and Tanium IOC Detect" on page 31.

ServiceNow
Create incident tickets in ServiceNow with any connection source including Saved
Questions, IOC Detect notifications, or Tanium system status information. For more
information, see "Configuring a ServiceNow destination" on page 42.

SIEM
Send information to security information and event management (SIEM) products and
services including HP ArcSight, LogRhythm, McAfee SIEM, and Splunk. For more
information, see "Configuring a SIEM destination" on page 39.

VirusTotal
Send data to the VirusTotal API and check for malware. For more information, see
"Configuring VirusTotal" on page 47.

Connection sources
Action Log
The action log is a record of all actions issued by console operators. To view this record in
Tanium, click Actions > Action History. For more information, see Tanium Platform User
Guide: Managing Actions.

Audit Log
Tanium Server keeps detailed audit logs for server configuration and settings changes.
However, accessing these logs requires direct access to the Tanium database. To access the
audit logs, you can set them up as a data source in Connect. For more information, see
Tanium Knowledge Base: Tanium Audit Logging.

Saved Question
A Saved Question is a Tanium Question that you want to ask on a repeated basis. For the
purpose of Tanium Connect, Saved Questions are the most common data source for
Tanium to send data to a data target. For more information, see Tanium Platform User
Guide: Managing Saved Questions.
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Question Log
The Question History log is a history of every question that has been asked. When you are
using the Question log as a data source in Tanium Connect, you can filter the log in several
ways to reduce the total volume of data being sent. For more information, see Tanium
Platform User Guide: Manage Question History.

System Status
System status includes the state of all the endpoints, including some useful information
about the endpoint like IP Address, position in the network, and the last time it registered
with the Tanium Server. For more information about the system status data, see Tanium
Platform User Guide: Monitor System Status.

VirusTotal Process
VirusTotal is an online catalog of known malware. The connection source for a connection
is a combination of Tanium and VirusTotal data. For more information, see "Configuring
VirusTotal" on page 47.

Palo Alto WildFire
Integration between Tanium and WildFire takes a list of confirmed malware from a Palo
Alto firewall and requests a full report from the WildFire system. The full malware report is
then converted into a standard indicator of compromise (IOC) and passed to the Tanium
IOC Detect system for multiple endpoint compromise detection. For more information, see
"Configuring Palo Alto Networks WildFire and Tanium IOC Detect" on page 31.

Event
Tanium solutions, like Tanium IOC Detect™ and Tanium Discover™, can forward events to
Connect as a data source. These events can then be used as a connection source in a
connection and sent to any of the available connection destinations.

Server information
Use the server information in the following location as a connection source: https://<tanium_
server>/info.json.
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Sample use cases
Security operations center
SIEM systems act as the central aggregation, correlation and alerting platform for most
security teams. Connect enriches these platforms by extending their visibility to up-to-thesecond endpoint data such as open connections, running processes and active users.
Connect can also filter for new data, such as MD5 hashes that have not been seen before,
to ensure the most critical alerts are always flagged and noticed.

Malware detection
To identify comprised systems, Connect can query threat intelligence services such as
VirusTotal with current data from every endpoint. This process can be easily automated,
scheduled and repeated to enhance security workflows and accelerate time to remediation.
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Installing Tanium Connect
You can install Connect from the Tanium Solutions page.

System Requirements
Server
The server sizing for Connect is dependent on the usage. If you have questions about the
server requirements, contact your Technical Account Manager.
For the system requirements for Tanium Server, see Tanium Core Platform Installation
Guide.

Software
l

Operating System: Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2, 2012 or 2012 R2

l

Database Version: Microsoft SQL Server 2008, 2012 or 2014

l

Tanium Server 6.5 or later

l

Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5

Client
For detailed Client requirements, see Tanium Core Platform Installation Guide: Client Host
System Requirements.

Before you begin
By default, the Tanium Connect service installs on the same server as the Tanium Module
Server. If you want a different topology, contact your Technical Account Manager for more
information.

Install Tanium Connect
Import Tanium Connect from the Solutions page.
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1. From the main menu, click Tanium Solutions.
2. Under Tanium Connect, click Import Version.
Note: Tanium Connect is a licensed solution. If Tanium Connect is not on the
Tanium Solutions page, contact your Technical Account Manager.
3. In the Content Import Preview window, you can expand the package to review the
Tanium content that is being installed. Click Proceed with Import.
4. After the installation process completes, refresh your browser.
5. From the main menu, click Connect. The Connect home page is displayed.

Troubleshoot problems
If you experience problems with installing Tanium Connect, see "Troubleshooting" on page
58.
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Configuring a Database destination
You can use Database destinations to store historical results for analysis and integration
with third-party systems. You can forward Saved Questions and other data sources to a
database table.

System requirements
l
l

Install Tanium Connect 3.4.0 or later.
Install and configure a supported database server that is accessible from the Tanium
Module Server.
o Microsoft SQL Server 2008 or later (Note: SQL Server Express is not supported.)
o

l

Oracle Database Version 11.2 or later

(Oracle only) Install the 64-bit Oracle Data Access Components (ODAC) on your
Tanium Module Server. Download ODAC from: 64-bit Oracle Data Access
Components (ODAC) Downloads.

Set up the database
After you configure your database server, create a database to use for Connect and set up
authentication for that database.
1. Get the name of the database that you want to use for Connect. When you set up the
destination, you can have Connect create a new table for your data or use an existing
table.
2. Configure database authentication.
Both standard and Windows authentication are supported. Configure the user in the
database server with the following permissions:
o Database Schema: Query tables and table definitions.
o

Database Tables: Create and modify table definitions.

o

Table: Insert records.
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Specify general connection information
1. On the Connect home page, click Connect as Destination in the Database section.

2. Enter a name and description for your connection.

Configure the connection source

The connection source determines what data you are sending to the destination. This data
is usually information from Tanium®, such as a Saved Question, log, status, or event. The
settings vary depending on which source you choose.
For more information about the connection sources that are available, see " Connection
sources" on page 9.
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Configure filters
(Optional) You can use filters to modify the data that you are getting from your connection
source before it is sent to the destination.
For more information about the types of filters you can configure, see "Reference: Filtering
options" on page 60.

Configure database destination
Specify information about how to connect to your database, test the database connection,
and configure which data is added to the database tables and rows.
You can reuse information from a previous configuration. Click Copy for the destination
that you want to use in the Existing Database Destinations section. The information that
you previously configured for the destination is copied into the fields in your current
configuration. You cannot reuse a previous configuration with the Use this destination
button because the connection is associated with specific database table mappings that
result from your selected data source.
1. Specify a name and description for the database destination.
2. In the Target section, indicate the type of database to which you are connecting.
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You can also change the defaults for how many rows get loaded in each batch of
data, and the timeout value for loading data.
3. Specify specific login information for your database in the Required Connection
Settings section.
If you are using Windows authentication, specify the user name in the following
format: domain_name\login_name.
4. Test the connection to the database. Click Retrieve Tables.
5. (Optional) Specify advanced connection settings for your database. Click Optional
Connection Settings. You can find more information about the settings listed in this
section on the following websites:
l Microsoft SQL Server connection string attributes
l

Oracle Data Client connection string attributes

6. Specify the database table mapping.

The table mapping includes the name of the table in your destination and a map of
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the source and destination columns. You can either send the value through to the
destination or ignore the value. If you choose to create a table, you can also update
the column names that are created by default.
7. Click Create.
After you configure the database destination, your connection is listed in the Connections
list and data is sent to the destination at the interval you specified for the data source. You
might want to check your database table to verify that the data is being exported correctly.
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Creating an Elasticsearch destination
With Elasticsearch, you can search, analyze, and get actionable insights in real time from
almost any type of structured and unstructured data source. With Connect, Tanium can
write data directly to Elasticsearch.

Specify general connection information
1. On the Connect home page, click Connect as Destination in the Elasticsearch section.

2. Enter a name and description for your connection.

Configure the connection source
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The connection source determines what data you are sending to the destination. This data
is usually information from Tanium®, such as a Saved Question, log, status, or event. The
settings vary depending on which source you choose.
For more information about the connection sources that are available, see " Connection
sources" on page 9.

Configure filters
(Optional) You can use filters to modify the data that you are getting from your connection
source before it is sent to the destination.
For more information about the types of filters you can configure, see "Reference: Filtering
options" on page 60.
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Configure Elasticsearch destination
1. Define the Message Count, which determines the number of messages to batch
before sending data to Elasticsearch.

2. Define a URL to access the Elasticsearch API.
The URL is in the following format:
<
protocol
>://<
elasticSearchHost>:<elasticSearchPort>/<index>/<type>/_
bulk
where:

protocol
Specifies the protocol for accessing the Elasticsearch server. (http or https)
elasticSearchHost
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Specifies the fully qualified domain name (FQDN) or IP of the Elasticsearch
server.
elasticSearchPort
Specifies the port on which the Elasticsearch server is listening. (default: 9200)
index
Specifies the unique identifier for this API request. The common format for this
identifier is: {name}-{0:yyyy.MM.dd}. This date format creates a unique index
each day.
type
Specifies the data label that identifies the data source type. For example, you
might use tanium for Tanium, and syslog for syslog data.

3. If you have a proxy configured for your Tanium Module server, select the Use Proxy
setting. When selected, the proxy makes the outbound connection to the specified
Elasticsearch instance provided in the URL.

Test the connection
1. Send a test connection.
After you create the connection, a detail page about the connection is displayed. To
test the connection, click Test > Debug. Testing the connection with debug level
logging enabled gives you the most information.
2. View your information from the connection source in Elasticsearch.
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Configuring an Email Results destination
You can send information from a connection source to a set of email addresses.

Prerequisites
l
l

Email addresses for sending and receiving email results.
Information about your mail server, including host, port, user name, password, and
authentication information.

Specify general connection information
1. On the Connect home page, click Email Results under Other destinations.

2. Enter a name and description for your connection.
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Configure the connection source

The connection source determines what data you are sending to the destination. This data
is usually information from Tanium®, such as a Saved Question, log, status, or event. The
settings vary depending on which source you choose.
For more information about the connection sources that are available, see " Connection
sources" on page 9.

Configure filters
(Optional) You can use filters to modify the data that you are getting from your connection
source before it is sent to the destination.
For more information about the types of filters you can configure, see "Reference: Filtering
options" on page 60.

Configure the email results destination
1. In the Email Defaults section, provide information about the email subject, to
address, and from address sections.
Table 1: Email defaults settings
Field

Description

Subject

Enter a static value for the email subject. The {Question} variable resolves to the
name of the Saved Question or other connection source that you are using.

From
Address

Enter the email address for the sender. For example: Mycompany
admin <admin@mycompany.com>
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Field

Description

To, CC,
BCC
Address

Enter a comma-separated list of email addresses. For example: User1
<user1@mycompany.com>, User2 <user2@mycompany.com>

2. In the Mail Configuration section, provide the host name, port, user name, and
password.

3. Indicate if the connection with the SMTP server is authenticated and uses TLS/SSL
encryption.
4. Specify a timeout value for sending the message. The default is 0, which means that
there is no timeout. A recommended timeout value is 10 seconds.
5. Click Create.

Test the connection
1. Send a test connection.
After you create the connection, a detail page about the connection is displayed. To
test the connection, click Test > Debug.Testing the connection with debug level
logging enabled gives you the most information.
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2. Verify that the email was sent. The email contains the results from the saved question
or other connection source that you are using.

This example email includes detection results from the Tanium IOC Detect Event
source.
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Configuring a file destination
You can configure flat text or JSON files as your connection destination.

Specify general connection information
1. On the Connect home page, click JSON to File or Write to File in the Other
Destinations section.

2. Enter a name and description for your connection.

Configure the connection source
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The connection source determines what data you are sending to the destination. This data
is usually information from Tanium®, such as a Saved Question, log, status, or event. The
settings vary depending on which source you choose.
For more information about the connection sources that are available, see " Connection
sources" on page 9.

Configure filters
(Optional) You can use filters to modify the data that you are getting from your connection
source before it is sent to the destination.
For more information about the types of filters you can configure, see "Reference: Filtering
options" on page 60.

Configure the file destination
Specify details about the file that you want Connect to create, including the file name,
column headers, field and row separators, and how you want to save the file.
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l

l

The file name can include a path to a file, or just the file name. The path can be any
UNC path that is accessible from the Tanium Module Server. If you do not specify a
path, the file goes to the \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module
Server\plugins\content\connect directory by default.
The timestamps are in ISO 8601 format.

Test the connection
1. Send a test connection.
After you create the connection, a detail page about the connection is displayed.
There, you can test the connection by clicking Test > Debug. Testing the connection
with debug level logging enabled gives you the most information.
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2. In the Logs tab, look for messages that indicate the files that are being created or
updated. You can then open these files to see the data that is being collected from
your connection source.
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Configuring Palo Alto Networks WildFire
and Tanium IOC Detect
Quickly find malware on endpoints with the integration between Palo Alto Networks
WildFire and Tanium IOC Detect™ (IOC Detect).

Overview
You can use Palo Alto Networks firewall security policies to capture suspicious files and
forward them to the WildFire system for threat analysis. If the file is malware, the status is
reported back to the firewall.
After the WildFire analysis is completed, you can send the data to Tanium Connect™
(Connect) and IOC Detect to find evidence of the malware on all endpoints.

How Tanium integrates with Palo Alto Networks
Connect communicates with the firewall and WildFire to get Malware report, then sends to
IOC Detect.
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Figure 1: Tanium and Palo Alto Networks Wildfire
1. Connect queries the firewall for new malware alerts on a configured interval.
2. When Connect has a list of malware alerts, it checks with WildFire for associated
WildFire reports.
3. The WildFire reports that are associated with the list of malware alerts are sent to
Connect.
4. Connect converts the WildFire report into a Structured Threat Information Expression
(STIX™) indicator of compromise (IOC).
5. The STIX IOC is imported into IOC Detect.
6. IOC Detect searches the network for evidence of the malware on the endpoints.

Prerequisites
Palo Alto Networks requirements
l

Firewall with or without Panorama.
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l

l

A user account on the firewall or Panorama that has API access privileges. This
account can be read-only, but API access privilege is required. For more information,
see Palo Alto Networks: Manage Firewall Administrators.
A subscription to the Cloud WildFire (wildfire.paloaltonetworks.com) on the Palo Alto
Networks firewall.

Tanium® requirements
l

Tanium Core Platform 6.5 or later.

l

Tanium IOC Detect 2.2 or later.

l

Tanium Connect 3.2.0 or later.

Check for WildFire submissions in Palo Alto Networks console

To verify that you are getting reports for malicious files in Palo Alto Networks that can be
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imported into Tanium:
1. Click the Monitor tab and go to Logs > WildFire Submissions.
2. Check for Malicious entries in the Verdict column.
3. Check the values in the Receive Time column. Tanium only downloads reports that
are less than 24 hours old.
If you do not see any data on this screen, check your Palo Alto Networks configuration.

Configure IOC Detect
In IOC Detect, create an IOC group for WildFire IOCs. Click the Add menu (
Group.

) and then New

Configure WildFire as the connection source
When Tanium finds a new malware alert in the firewall, it retrieves the associated malware
report from WildFire as defined in the connection source settings.
1. In Connect, click Connect as Source in the Palo Alto Networks WildFire section.

2. Update the Interval to increase the frequency that Connect queries WildFire. Reduce
the default of one hour to 10 minutes as an initial setting.
3. Define credentials for the Palo Alto Network Panorama or individual firewall.
Tanium queries for new malware alerts on a periodic basis.
Host
Specifies the host name of the Panorama or firewall. The value can be an IP
Address or fully qualified domain name (FQDN).
Username
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Specifies the user name to access the Panorama or firewall. This user needs to
have at least read-only (device_admin_readonly) access to the logs API.
Password
Specifies the password that is associated with the specified user name.
4. Specify settings for Palo Alto Networks WildFire.
When Tanium gets a new malware alert from the firewall, it retrieves the associated
malware report from WildFire. This section specifies the details for Tanium to access
WildFire.

Host
Specifies the WildFire hostname. If you are using the WildFire cloud service, the
value is wildfire.paloaltonetworks.com.
Use Proxy
Select if you have a proxy defined for the Tanium Module Server. For more
information, see Tanium Platform Installation Guide: Proxy server settings.
Palo Alto Networks WildFire API Key
Specifies the API key for accessing WildFire.
Connection timeout
Specifies the connection timeout in seconds.
Ignore Cache File
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Specifies if the Tanium collects all WildFire reports every time it connects. The
default is disabled (unselected). If unselected, WildFire reports that have
already been downloaded are ignored. If selected, existing WildFire reports are
re-downloaded, which can be useful in troubleshooting.
Filter
Restricts which WildFire reports Tanium collects. For more information, see "
(Optional) Filter WildFire reports" on page 36.
Evidence Value
A decimal value between 0 and 1 that specifies how strict the IOC indicators
generated are to the malicious event. The default 0.4 value is recommended. If
you want a more detailed IOC that might generate false positives, try 0.1, 0.2 or
0.3.
Optional parameters
Ask your TAM about optional parameters.

(Optional) Filter WildFire reports
Use a filter to restrict which WildFire reports Tanium collects. For most use cases, no filter
is required. The syntax of this filter is defined by the filter syntax of the Palo Alto Network
filter interface.
1. Define a filter.
The filter maps to the Palo Alto Networks data filtering format. You can use this field
to expand the filter beyond the last 24 hours.
2. Put your filter in the Filter field of the Connection source section.
The filter syntax uses epoch time for date and time. To figure out what epoch time to
specify, see Epoch converter.

Example
This example looks at all malicious WildFire reports found after Sun, 4 Oct 2015 14:45:11
GMT.
( category eq malicious ) and (receive_time geq 1443969911)
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Configure Tanium IOC Detect as the connection destination
1.

Select IOC Detect as the data destination and select the IOC group that you created.
2. Click Create.
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Test the connection
1. Send a test connection.
After you create the connection, a detail page about the connection is displayed. To
test the connection, click Test > Debug.Testing the connection with debug level
logging enabled gives you the most information. The following messages indicate
that the connection test completed successfully:
INFO Tanium.Activity.Library.IOCCreate.IOCCreateActivity Executing IOC
Create Activity
INFO Tanium.ConnectionManager.Workflow.WorkflowRunner Complete

2. View indicators from WildFire in IOC Detect.
Click IOC Groups > <your_group>.

You can see the indicators that were imported from WildFire. You can then run a
Detect for that IOC on all of your endpoints to find infected endpoints.
The IOC name that is created by this connection is a combination of the name of the
firewall where the alert was discovered and the first 8 characters of the SHA-256 hash
that uniquely identifies the WildFire report.
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Configuring a SIEM destination
Connect can send information to security information and event management (SIEM)
products and services including HP ArcSight, LogRhythm, McAfee SIEM, and Splunk.

Specify general connection information
1. On the Connect home page, click Connect as Destination under a SIEM connection
type.

2. Enter a name and description for your connection.

Configure the connection source
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The connection source determines what data you are sending to the destination. This data
is usually information from Tanium®, such as a Saved Question, log, status, or event. The
settings vary depending on which source you choose.
For more information about the connection sources that are available, see " Connection
sources" on page 9.

Configure filters
(Optional) You can use filters to modify the data that you are getting from your connection
source before it is sent to the destination.
For more information about the types of filters you can configure, see "Reference: Filtering
options" on page 60.

Configure the SIEM destination
Specify details about the data format and the server to which you want to send the
SIEM data.
1. Enter a name and description for the SIEM destination.
2. Select the data format.
In the Convert to Logs section, choose your data format, such as syslog. You can
customize the data format to match the format that your SIEM is expecting.
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3. Specify information about your SIEM.

In the Send to SIEM section, specify how to connect with the server (TCP/UDP), and
where you want the data to go, such as a SIEM host and port.
If you are testing, you might consider using the Rotating Log Files option to save your
data to a location in any spot accessible to the Tanium Module Server. If you do not
specify a specific path, the file is written to the \Program
Files\Tanium\Tanium Module Server\plugins\content\connect\
directory by default.

Test the connection
1. Send a test connection.
After you create the connection, a detail page about the connection is displayed.
There, you can test the connection by clicking Test > Debug.Testing the connection
with debug level logging enabled gives you the most information.
2. In the Logs tab, look for messages that indicate the files that are being created or
updated for the SIEM destination.
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Configuring a ServiceNow destination
Tanium can create an incident ticket in ServiceNow. The input for the incident ticket can be
any connection source including Saved Questions, IOC Detect notifications, or Tanium
system status information.
You must install a complementary ServiceNow App for Tanium on your ServiceNow
instances.

Example Use Cases
l
l

l

Create a ServiceNow Incident for any system where the CPU utilization is over 95%.
Create a ServiceNow Incident when an IOC (Indicator of Compromise) is detected on
an endpoint.
Create a ServiceNow Incident on System or Application crash events.

Prerequisites
l
l

l

ServiceNow Fuji release or later.
ServiceNow administrative privileges to install the Tanium App, create a user, and
modify the ServiceNow access control list (ACL).
Tanium Connect 3.1 or later includes the ServiceNow Connector.

Install the Tanium App on your ServiceNow instance
For ServiceNow to allow Tanium to create Incident tickets, you must first install and
configure the Tanium App on your ServiceNow instance.
1. Download the Tanium App from the ServiceNow App store:
https://store.servicenow.com/
2. Install the App.
From the Downloads page, you can find the app is in the ServiceNow System
Applications > Applications menu. Click Install. When the installation completes, the
page refreshes to show that App as installed.
3. Create a user.
You must create a user account for Tanium Connect to use when interacting with
your instance of ServiceNow. Within ServiceNow, click User Administration > Users
and click New. Create the new user.
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4. Assign the required role to the user.
Add a role to the new user that you just created. Scroll down to the Roles section of
the page and click Edit. Find the “x_taniu_tanium.Tanium Integration”
role and add the role for the selected user. Right click on the menu bar and click
Save.
5. Update the ServiceNow ACL.
To enable the Tanium App to create attachments in tickets, modify the ServiceNow
ACL. Deactivate the ecc_queue.* for the WRITE operation.
a. Elevate privileges to security_admin. Click on the lock icon near the top of the
screen. Select the checkbox next to security_admin and then click OK.
b. Edit the ACL. Click System Security > Access Control Lists (ACL). In the search
box, type ecc_queue. Click on the row with the Name ecc_queue.*. Deselect
the Active checkbox. Right Click in the menu bar and click Save.

Specify general connection information
1. On the Connect home page, click Connect as Destination under the ServiceNow
section.

2. Enter a name and description for your connection.
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Configure the connection source

The connection source determines what data you are sending to the destination. This data
is usually information from Tanium®, such as a Saved Question, log, status, or event. The
settings vary depending on which source you choose.
For more information about the connection sources that are available, see " Connection
sources" on page 9.

Configure filters
(Optional) You can use filters to modify the data that you are getting from your connection
source before it is sent to the destination.
For more information about the types of filters you can configure, see "Reference: Filtering
options" on page 60.

Configure the ServiceNow destination
1. Specify authentication credentials, including the host name, user name, and
password.
The user that you specify must be the user that you assigned the assigned to the
special Tanium role (x_taniu_tanium.Tanium Integration).
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2. Specify information about the ticket that gets created in ServiceNow.
Table 2: Incident Ticket Configuration
Field

Description

The name of the Connection associated with this ticket is substituted for the
Short
Description variable %connection_name%. Any other text is static.

Opened By

Tickets created are opened with this creator User Name.

Urgency

Urgency setting on tickets created by this connection.
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Field

Description

Aggregate
Results

Tanium data sources, like Saved Questions, often have many rows of results data.
For example, Get Computer Name from all machines has a result row for every
machine in the network.
If you enable this setting, all the results from that Saved Question are aggregated
into a single ticket. If you disable this setting, each result row from the Saved
Question generates its own ticket.

3. Specify Tanium settings. If you have a proxy defined for your Tanium Module Server,
select the Use Proxy setting.
4. Specify the throttling configuration. To reduce the load on the ServiceNow REST API,
you can configure a number of seconds to delay the API calls.

Test the connection
1. Send a test connection.
After you create the connection, a detail page about the connection is displayed. To
test the connection, click Test > Debug. Testing the connection with debug level
logging enabled gives you the most information.
2. When a connection runs, the connection logs will have a URL that is a direct link to
the incident that was created. This link is very helpful in determining whether the
incident was created as expected.
Connection logs for the ServiceNow connector are in the same place as other connection
logs. See "Troubleshooting" on page 58.
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Configuring VirusTotal
VirusTotal is a free online service that analyzes files and URLs to identify viruses, worms,
trojans and other kinds of malicious content that is detected by antivirus engines and
website scanners. You can use Connect to send data to the VirusTotal API and check for
malware on your endpoints, and then report the results to any connection destination (log
file, SIEM, email, and so on).

Overview
When configured, the Connect integration with VirusTotal:
1. Runs a Saved Question to get the hashes for processes or files of interest.
2. Sends the results of the Saved Question to the VirusTotal API to see if those hashes
are known malware.
3. Sends notifications about the results of the VirusTotal API query with a connection
destination. For example, you might send results to a log file, SIEM, or email.
To configure this integration, you use two connections. The first connection asks the saved
question and runs a VirusTotal process on Tanium, which uses the VirusTotal API to check
the hashes. The second Connection takes the results of the VirusTotal API check and sends
it to the specified connection destinations.

Prerequisites
l

l

l

To get hashes for processes or files, install Tanium Incident Response™ (Incident
Response).
Register for a VirusTotal API key at https://www.virustotal.com/. To get the API key,
click your_login_name > My API Key.
VirusTotal makes their catalog available for query with a public API. Follow the
VirusTotal API public use policy. If required, request an upgraded private API key.
Define and save a question that has a hash as part of the answer.
For example, if you are using Incident Response, the question: Get Running Processes
with MD5 Hash from all machines is one common choice. Save the question so that it
is listed in Connect when you create the connection.
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Create a connection to run the VirusTotal process
The first connection asks the Saved Question and runs a VirusTotal process in Connect.
The VirusTotal process uses the VirusTotal API to check the hashes.
1. On the Connect home page, click Connect as Destination in the VirusTotal section.

2. Enter a name and description for your connection.
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3. In the Connection source section, select Saved Question as the source type and
select the Saved Question that you created.

4. Do not create a filter in the Filter section.
5. Specify the name of the field, or result column, in the Saved Question to check with
VirusTotal. If you are using the Get Running Processes with MD5 Hash from all machines
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question, the Hash Field value is MD5 Hash.

6. Click Create.
7. Test the Connection.Click Test > Run. A window opens that contains the logs as the
Connection runs.
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In the info logs, the following information is logged:
l Saved Question collecting results.
l

Tanium VirusTotal process verifying the hash field exists in the results.
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l

Tanium VirusTotal process validating its database.

l

Process completion.

If you see similar log messages, you have a working connection.

Create a connection to send results
The second connection takes the results of the Saved Question in the first connection,
queries the VirusTotal API to check for known malware, and then sends the results to one
of the standard data targets. This is a unique connection type because the input is the
Tanium VirusTotal process, not a Saved Question or log.
1. On the Connect home page, click Connect as Source in the VirusTotal section.

2. Enter a name and description for your connection.
3. Select Use Proxy if you have a proxy defined for the Tanium Module Server. For more
information, see Server Proxy Settings.
4. Define VirusTotal API settings, including your API key.
If you are using the VirusTotal public API, use the defaults for Batch Size and
Maximum Calls per Minute. If you are using the VirusTotal private API, adjust the
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settings according to your agreement with VirusTotal.

5. Define VirusTotal output settings.
The VirusTotal Output setting provides the following options to filter which
VirusTotal responses are reported:
All
All VirusTotal responses are included.
Negative
Lists all files without evidence of threat or malware. Only items for which
VirusTotal knows the file hash and none of the virus engines have reported it as
a threat or malware are included.
Positive
Lists files that have been reported as a threat or malware. Only items for which
VirusTotal knows the file hash, because the file been scanned, and one or more
of the virus engines have reported the file as a threat or malware are included.
Unknown
Only items for which VirusTotal has not scanned the file are included. These
items have no information about whether they are a threat.
6. You might want to set a Positive Threshold, which sets a number of positive reports
that must be on the hash to be considered a potential threat or malware. The value
can be any integer value. The likelihood that VirusTotal reports include false positive
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indicators is higher when the value is set lower.
For example, if you set the value to 3, then three VirusTotal engines must report an
item as malicious for the item to be sent to Connect.
Setting the value to 0 disables the threshold. If any VirusTotal engine reports that
item as malicious, the item is sent to Connect.
7. (Optional) Choose the appropriate Filter options.
8. In the Connection Destination section, choose a connection destination.

For initial setup, you might write to a file or send to email so that you can easily
confirm you are getting the results you expect from the VirusTotal lookup.
9. Click Create.
10. Test the connection.
Click Test > Run. Check the logs for indicators of success, which vary depending on
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the connection destination that you configured. For example, if you wrote to a file,
you can see the file that was written and you can go check that file for results.

Test the connection
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Administering connections
You can view status, edit, import, and export connections.

View connection status
You can view the status of all of your

connections from the main menu.

Edit connections
To edit a connection, go to the connection and click Edit. You can change the connection
source and filters directly in the configuration screen.

You can view the settings that are currently being used for the destination, but to change
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the settings you must click Edit again in the Existing Destinations section for the
connection. When you edit a destination, the changes affect all connections where that
destination is used.

Use the same destination in multiple connections
You can reuse a destination in multiple connections. An existing destination is a specific
instance of a destination template for which you have specified the details of your data
target. These details might include things like the target IP address and port number, the
file format and delimiter, and so on.
After you create a destination, you can integrate a second source with the same destination
by clicking Use this Destination when you create the second connection.
For example, you might use the Splunk Connection Template to create a Splunk Connector
by setting the host name and port of the Splunk indexer and the format of the data to
send. You can use this configured Splunk connector with multiple connections to send
multiple data sources (such as Tanium Answers) to a single data target (Splunk).
You cannot use the database destination in multiple connectors because the database
destination includes the specific database tables.

Import and export connections
You can import and export connections. When you export connection, a zip file is created.
l

l

To export connections, click the export button( ). You can either export all
connections from the main menu, or export a specific connection.
To import connections, click the import button (
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Troubleshooting
Troubleshoot Tanium Connect by using log files and the solutions to common problems. If
you cannot resolve the issues, collect support information.

Logs
Installation logs
The Connect installation logs are in the following directories:
\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module
Server\plugins\content\connect\InstallUtil.InstallLog
\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module
Server\plugins\console\PluginsManager\plugins_manager.log
\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium
Server\plugins\console\WorkbenchesManager\workbenches_
manager.log

Service logs
The Tanium Connect service records logs in the following locations:
\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module
Server\plugins\content\connect\Tanium.ConnectionManager.Servic
e.log
\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module
Server\plugins\content\connect\Tanium.ConnectionManager.Servic
e.Rest.log
You can search these logs for the following messages to tell when the Connect service
stops or starts:
Begin Start()
Connector Service Stopped...

Connect configuration state
Tanium Connect stores information about connections and user settings in the
connection.dat file.
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Important: Do not edit the connection.dat file unless you are advised by your
TAM.
\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module
Server\plugins\content\connect\Connection.dat

Connection run logs
Connections generate a log file for each run of the connection.
\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module
Server\plugins\content\connect\[GUID-OF-CONNECTION]\
To find the GUID-OF-CONNECTION value, browse to that specific connection in Connect.
The GUID value displays in the URL location bar of your browser.

Troubleshooting problems
Problem: Cannot connect to Connect service
1. Verify that the Tanium Connect service is running on your Tanium Module Server.
2. Check the Tanium.ConnectionManager.Service.Rest.log file for any
errors or messages about insufficient rights for the user.
3. Validate you can reach the /connectivity API. For example, go to the following
URL: https://localhost/plugin/products/connect/connectivity
You should receive a 403 forbidden authentication error, which means that the
service is responding to your requests.

Support information
When you contact Support for help with Tanium Connect, provide the following
information:
1. Click the Info icon (

) and note the Workbench and service versions.

2. Click Collect to download a package that includes logs to send to support.
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Reference: Filtering options
Use filters to modify the data that you are getting from your connection source before it is
sent to the destination.
You can filter data by regular expressions, new items, numeric operators, or unique values
from columns.
Filters are linked to specific connections. You can create a filter when you create a
connection, or you can edit the existing connection to add or update a filter.

None
No filtering is done on your data.

New Items
With the New Items filter, only new data is sent to the destination. When you configure this
filter, you set a learning period value. During this period, no data is sent to the destination
while a set of baseline data is established. A hash of the data is stored in a database that
tracks the baseline. After the learning period, only new or changed data is sent through to
the destination. The baseline data continues to be updated with new data after the learning
period.
All the values in each row of data are considered when the data is evaluated for updates.
For example, your connection source might be a Saved Question that has four
columns: computer name, running processes, MD5 hash of running process, and logged in
user. A change to any of the values in those columns causes the row to be flagged as new.
All the data in the row is sent to the connection destination.
If your data source is a Saved Question, you might want to enable the Flatten setting to
process results as individual records. For example, you might want to get notified when you
see a new MD5 hash on a machine. Without the Flatten setting enabled, the entire data set
that is retrieved by the Saved Question from a machine, such as all MD5 hashes, is
considered to be a single record. Any change that is made to this data set shows up in the
destination. By enabling the Flatten setting, Connect processes the new hashes on an
individual basis (one MD5 hash from one machine) instead of all hashes from a machine as
a single record.
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Regex Match
With the regex match option search, each column of results is evaluated against your
regular expression for any matches. If any match occurs, the whole row is returned as a
result.
Example: Suppose that you want to filter for only 100 Mbps Connections with the Link
Speed sensor. The saved question is Get computer name and Tanium IP Address and Link
Speed. Your regular expression is: (?!10000)(?!1000)(100). This particular example excludes
1000 and 10000, because by default these values are returned when searching for 100.
The result from this regular expression provides a list of links that are connected at 100
Mbps, but also any other row where 100 was in the results of any other column, for
example: an IP address of 192.168.100.34, a computer Name of Labcomp100, or where the
count = 100.

Numeric Operator
Filter on a specific numeric column in your data set. You specify the column name, an
operation (greater than or less than) and a target value. The data set is evaluated, and only
the rows that meet the condition specified are sent to the destination.

Unique Values from Columns
With the unique values from columns filter, you provide a comma-separated list of columns
in the source to include. Only unique values from the column are sent to the destination.
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